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99 Britis h Petroleum : lm ba lanced Alignmen t and 
Internationa ll  Merger s 

Thee history of British Petroleum (BP) starts in 1905, with concessions to explore for oil in 
Persia.. During the oil crisis of the 1970s and the nationalisation of BP's assets, BP's hy-
drocarbonss under the North Sea and under the permafrost in Atlanta97 turned out to be 
cruciall to its survival. This dependence on specific fields meant that BP diversified into nu-
tritionn and minerals in the 1970s. By the end of the 1980s, BP had refocused on hydro-
carbons.. In the meantime, the company had changed from a state into a public company; 
thee government sold its remaining 31,5 % of shares in October 1987.98 As a result, BP's 
numberr of shareholders doubled to around 600,000. In 1989, a campaign was launched 
too introduce a stronger corporate identity, featuring a restyled BP shield with an emphasis 
onn the colour green. 

Inn the period 1990-2002, BP internationalised into the former Soviet Union, again 
restyledd its brand logo, and took a position in the climate change debate. Furthermore, BP 
mergedd with two American companies. In August 1998, BP announced its intention to 
mergee with Amoco, previously known as the Standard Oil Company of Indiana (see Box 
9A).. According to BP, it was the world's largest industrial merger ever. 

Boxx 9A. BP's mergin g partners : Amoc o 
Amoc oo was forme d by John D. Rockefelle r in 1889 and was independen t from the Standar d Oil Trus t 

fro mm 1911 onwards . The adven t of the automobil e stimulate d its growth : Amoc o sold kerosen e and gaso -

line ;;  in 1911, as much as 88% of the sales of the MidWest . Globa l expansio n starte d in 1948, wit h an 

exploratio nn offic e in Canada. Refinin g capacit y was double d in the 1940s and 1950s, and the syste m 

wass modernise d durin g the 1970s and 1980s. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, exploratio n activit y was 

intensifie dd and Amoc o grew to becom e a globa l petroleu m and chemical s enterpris e wit h operation s in 

mor ee than 30 countries . Amoc o claime d to be the firs t compan y to introduc e lead-fre e gasolin e and has 

beenn investin g in sola r technolog y for over 20 years ; it claime d to be a leader in the reductio n of emis -

sions .. This enhance d Amoco' s attractivenes s as a partne r for newly opene d areas suc h as the Caspia n 

Seaa and Russi a (BP website , 2003). 

Subsequently,, in 2000, BP acquired ARCO (see Box 9B). By 2002, BP employed more 
thann 100,000 people and operated in more than 100 countries (BP, 2002:1). It is one of 
thee most internationalised companies in the sample, but has not experienced an environ-

977 In 1970, BP discovered the first major commercial find in the UK sector (the Forties field); earlier, in 1969, 
itt had made a major oil discovery in Prudhoe Bay on Alaska's North Slope. To handle the BP owned part of 
thee biggest oilfield in the USA, the company signed an agreement with the American Standard Oil of Ohio. In 
return,, BP acquired 25% of Standards equity, a share that would rise to a majority holding in 1978 (BP web-
site,, 2003). At its peak, the Forties field produced the equivalent of one quarter of the UK's daily oil require-
mentt (half a million barrels a day) (BP website, 2003). 
988 Other major events in 1987 were the purchase of Britoil (the UK-based oil E&P company) and the forma-
tionn of BP America (a combination of the acquisition of the remaining shares of Standard Oil of Ohio and BP's 
existingg operations). 
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mentall incident comparable to Shell's Brent Spar. However, the company did profile itself 
extensivelyy as an environmental leader. The question is how and why this strategy was 
chosen,, and how and whether it was embedded in the organisational structure of the 
company. . 

Boxx 9B. BP's mergin g partners : ARCO 
Inn 2000, BP Amoco merged with Atlantic Richfield Company, founded on 1 July 1866. Starting as a 

shippingg and storage company in Pennsylvania, the company acquired a fleet of oil tankers, built a net-

workk of pipelines and established a system of service stations throughout the Eastern part of the US. On 

33 January 1966, Atlantic Refining merged with Richfield Oil Corporation (founded in 1905), which pro-

videdd the new Atlantic Richfield Company with Alaskan leases and an exploration programme in Prudhoe 

Bay,, Alaska where they struck oil tn 1968 (together with partner Exxon): the biggest oil strike in the 

Westernn Hemisphere ever. As a consequence, ARCO expanded its refining and marketing capacity on 

thee West Coast. In the 1970s, the company moved its headquarters to the West Coast. In 1990, ARCO 

wass the first oil company to market a clean-burning reformulated (premium) gasoline: In June 1996, Cali-

forniaa mandated state wide use of a version of ARCO's EC-X formulation as CARB Phase II gasoline. 

Byy the end of the 1990s, ARCO's focus is on the Western part of the US; its four core produc-

tionn areas are Venezuela, the North Sea, Indonesia and Alaska. Its coal assets and the majority interest in 

thee ARCO chemical company were sold and divested with the acquisition in 1998 (BP website, 2003). 

Regionall opposition on the distribution of its Alaskan assets (the combined group would own o of 

Alaska'ss petroleum industry; control 70% of the production on the North Slope; 72% of the Trans Alaska 

pipeline)) (Corzine and Suzman, 1999) was solved with ARCO divesting assets to Phtllips. 

9.11 Strateg y and structur e 

Overr the years, BP has been the absolute top scorer (81.3%) for degree of internationali-
sationn while Amoco and ARCO were both low intemationalisers; they did not participate 
inn the sector trend to internationalise. However, according to Buchan (2002), BP was not 
geographicallyy diversified until it merged. Until then, it had relied mainly on the North Sea 
andd Alaska. Output was raised by acquisitions of Britoil and Sohio in the US, but diversity 
wass brought by the purchases of Amoco, ARCO and Burmah Castrol. Another significant 
characteristicc of BP is its particularly low vertical integration (23%) for 2002. According to 
BP,, the decade is characterised by deregulation, fragmentation at the operating level, 
volatilee prices and margins, and increasingly open and competitive markets, while consoli-
dationn swept through the industry with many high profile mergers and acquisitions (BP 
website,, March 2003). As a result, BP's tone had changed by 2002 (2002:1): [We] "face 
aa time of uncertainty, tensions in international relations, reduced stock market prices, un-
predictablee economic outlook. Public expectations of the behaviour of corporations grow 
everr stronger." While the company's strategy is primarily focused on upstream, the com-
panyy missed its E&P production target (2.9% versus 5.5%). Further, it was reorganising 
itss portfolio of plants. An overview of BP's strategic focus for its different divisions is 
shownn in Table 9-1. 
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Tablee 9-1 BP: division s and focu s 1990-2002 

Upstream m Downstream m Chemicals s Gas,, Power, 
Renewables s 

Targett at technical frontier 
regionss & continue to ex-
pandd gas business world-
wide;; claims for leadership: 
horizontall drilling and hy-
draulicc fracturing; remote 
sensingg and specific 
screeningg system to target 
expensivee drilling more ac-
curately.^® ® 

Too continue building the 
brand d 

Focuss on three areas: pet-
rochemicalss and polymers; 
acetylss and nitriles; and 
specialtyy products. Com-
plementedd by an increasing 
investmentt in South East 
Asia Asia 

Developmentt and applica-
tionn of new technology 
(drillingg with precision, ex-
tractt greater volumes and in 
deepp water) 

Too build on an upgraded 
refineryy portfolio. In the pre-
viouss year, margins dropped 
byy 2 1 % 

Focuss on Asia; aim to con-
tinuee the European com-
petitivee position, while for 
chemicals,, margins were 
'excellent' ' 

Neww profit centres: 
1.. Gulf of Mexico 
2.. Trinidad 
3.. Angola 
4.. Azerbaijan 
5.. AsiaPacific 
6.. Russia 

Focuss on operating effi-
ciencyy (trade margins 
worldwidee halved) 

Focuss on seven core prod- Renamed 'Gas 
uctss for which BP has lead- and Power': 
ingg technologies and market after transfer of 
positionspositions 'Renewables & 

Alternativee Fu-
els' ' 

Source:: Annual reports. 

Inn the meantime, BP consequently drew attention to its aim of being a leader and to the 
importancee of reputation. In 1990, BP formulated its aim to make BP the most successful 
oill company of the 1990s and beyond. Success in achieving this vision would be meas-
uredd by performance results, but also by the intention: "to be the company the best peo-
plee want to join, suppliers want to do business with, highly regarded by communities in 
whichh BP operates" (BP, 1990:2). In 1995, BP repeated this statement on the importance 
off relationships: "Our reputation as a good partner in the countries in which we operate is 
crucial"" (BP, 1995a:12), and targeted the continuous development of its organisation and 
managementt processes (BP, 1995a). In 1998, Browne again restated BP's aspirations: 
"Wee want to be number one or two in everything we do" (Corzine, 1998b). 

Inn its organisational structure, BP can be characterised as decentralised. Both 
Amocoo and ARCO were more centralised in organisational structure. In combination, this 
ledd to a decentralisation pattern after the mergers. In the period 1990-2002, BP slimmed 
itss corporate staff (BP, 1990) and decentralised to 'encourage personal initiative and 
creativity'' (BP, 1995a: 11). New regional offices were placed in Brussels and Singapore 
(Aprill 1991), while opportunities in Eastern Europe and USSR were examined (BP, 1990). 
Accordingg to its CEO (Buchan and Buck, 2002a), BP was characterised by the absence 
off the matrix structure; the dual responsibility of managers to both regional and sectoral 
bossess was considered too complex and to spawn too many committees. Three tiers were 
foundd in BP's management structure: 10 group executives; 33 group vice-presidents who 
supervisedd business streams, functions and regions, and in the third tier, the 98 directors 
off the business units. 

999 A significant cooperation with Statoil was announced in 1990. The aim is to jointly explore in China, USSR, 
Vietnamm and West Africa, and to jointly use new and existing infrastructure for gas transportation for the UK 
andd continental Europe. The drive to contain costs is fundamental in the strategy. 
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BP'ss majority owned affiliates were the most decentralised in the sector, for both 

19900 and 2002. The European trend to decentralise was contrasted with the develop-

mentss for ARCO and Amoco both of which were more centralised than BP. The combina-

tionn in a merger led to the automatic reinforcement of the decentralisation. For the minor-

ity-affiliates,, BP and ARCO showed a stable pattern over 1990-1995. BP was relatively 

decentralised;; ARCO was more centralised and slightly increased in centralisation. 

Amocoo had an in-between position in the sector; it increased its centralisation degree over 

1990-1995.. Notwithstanding these results, one interviewee stated that BP had: "A hierar-

chicall demand of control; there are clear guidelines and directions from the centre, within 

thatt there is quite a lot of room to operate." Another interviewee added that BP is more 

decentralisedd than other companies because business units have accountability for per-

formancee delivery. He confirmed the increase in decentralisation compared with 1990: 

"Wee didn't have as many business units nor the American assets [at the time]." Again an-

otherr interviewee even pointed out that 4 5 % of BP's assets base and employees are now 

inn the US, while the incorporation in the UK still drives the framework for corporate con-

duct.. According to this interviewee, the regulatory environments were mainly driving the 

company.. Further, the factual dominance of English as the main language made it more 

difficultt to get the message across to the Chinese and South American regions. However, 

withh regard to structure of ownership, both Amoco and ARCO hardly operated in minority 

ownerships,, while BP increased its share of minority-owned affiliates over the years 1990-

1995:: the ratio climbed from 0.28 to 0.34. This is close to the average ratio of the sample 

{0.311 and 0.35, respectively). 

Withh the merger, Amoco and ARCO had to adapt to BP's style of targeting and 

planning:: in executive numbers BP dominated, a third of their people came from Amoco100 

andd only one person from ARCO. According to Pratt (2000:287), the extremely decen-

tralizedd organizational structure was held together by a highly performance oriented sys-

temm of management evaluation; which former Amoco employees found more demanding 

andd unrelenting and, sometimes, a reason to pull away. The acquisitions brought econo-

miess of scale plus a higher ranking within the sector ranking; savings were attained by the 

reductionn of unit costs and expansion, e.g. to Iran, where BP began. According to Browne, 

thee acquisitions have given BP 'the physical scale to present itself to governments as fully 

capablee of taking on bigger projects and a bigger share of them' and 'Dimensionally - in 

outputt - we are smaller than Shell or ExxonMobil but today we are valued the same as 

Shell'' (as quoted in Buchan, 2002). 

9.22 Reputatio n issue s 

InIn March 1999, ARCO's CEO stated that the company "had embarked on the last days of 

thee Age of Oil" in his address of the conference of Cambridge Energy Research Associ-

ates.. However, according to BP (2001), renewable sources of energy could on present 

conditionss not even begin to substitute for oil: mass production is needed to lower pro-

ductionn costs. Although BP has had a solar division for more than 20 years, oil and gas 

havee remained the company's core businesses. While Amoco experienced the catastro-

phee of Amoco Cadiz in 1978, BP did not experience a catalyst event of this size. How-

1000 Most of the jobs lost were Amoco's. The first announcement made concerned 6,000 positions, which 
climbedd to 20,000 within a year. According to the FT, for ARCO, almost all jobs went accompanied by good 
dealss (Financial Times, 1 August 2002). 
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ever,, it has met with several other large issues. Examples are the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan 

(BTC)) pipeline (see Box 9C) and the drilling and safety incidents in Alaska (Box 9D). 

Tablee 9-2 gives an overview of other controversial operations. 

Boxx 9C. The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyha n (BTC) pipelin e projec t 

Ann 11-member consortium led by BP is planning to build two - 1 760 km - pipelines (one oil, one 

gas)) from terminals in Baku near the Caspian Sea, from Azerbaijan to Georgia and Turkey. Im-

portantt other participating companies in the project are Statoil, ENI, Unocal, Total and Conoco-

Phillips.. According to BP, the project is one of the most challenging the company has ever un-

dertakenn (BP, 2002a). The company acknowledged the controversial status of the project; 

thereforee it invested in a special website, consultations, as well as a series of formal environ-

mentall and social impact assessments, in order to ensure all concerns were identified (BP, 

2002b).. Amnesty International (Al) is accusing the consortium led by BP of putting "chilling 

pressure"" on the Turkish government to skimp on human rights in the construction of the pipe-

linee (Boulton, 2003), also because of certain features in the legal framework (Al, 2003): Turkey 

iss bound to pay the consortium compensation for any changes in the law or other actions that 

willl disturb the economic equilibrium of the project. According to Amnesty, Turkey's ability to 

improvee its human rights record is endangered by the possibility of punitive costs for those af-

fectedd by the pipeline; the legal framework restricts the remedies for people damaged; they 

cannott refer to the domestic level of Turkish law. Other problems mentioned in the report are 

compulsoryy acquisition of land, suppression of legitimate protest, the right of the state to inter-

venee on health and safety conditions. Amnesty considers the monitoring system and other 

measuress proposed by the consortium insufficient assurance (Al, 2003). Campaigners stated 

thatt support of the World Bank would effectively mean that it gives low value to democracy and 

humann rights. Other comments included insufficient consultation and compensation for locals 

byy the consortium plus discussion on the routing of the pipeline in relation to environmental and 

securityy aspects (FT, 28 October 2003). By July 2004, the construction was temporarily inter-

ruptedd because Georgia found that BP could not guarantee specific environmental protection 

measures. . 

Boxx 9D. Safety issue s and drillin g in Alask a 

Drillin gg for Oil and Gas in the Arcti c Nationa l Wildlif e Refug e (ANWR) 
Inn January 2000, shareholders announced that they would table a resolution at BP Amoco's An-

nuall Meeting in April to call for BPAmoco to cancel its Northstar project in the Arctic Ocean 

andd stop lobbying to open up the ANWR to drilling. The resolution demanded that the invest-

mentt capital freed should be moved to BP Solarex to increase the scale of production and 

lowerr the cost of solar power. The shareholder group consisted of SANE BP (Greenpeace, the 

USS Public Interest Research Group, and socially-responsible investors in US and the UK), and 

Trilliumm Asset Management Corporation of Boston (US$600 million in client assets). Together 

theyy hold 120,000 shares. Trillium stated: "Unfortunately, we have not seen any real signs of BP 

Amocoo actually acting on this green vision" (ENS, 26 January 2000). According to observers, 

thee vote was a warning that environmental concerns are climbing the ladder. In April 2001, 

shareholderss again submitted a resolution to reconsider drilling in the Arctic. In January 2002, 

shareholderr and environmental groups coordinated by the WorldWildlifeFund (WWF) have ta-

bledd another Annual Meeting resolution calling on BP to justify sensitive exploration in commer-

ciall terms and produce a report on the "reputational risks" of continued next page 
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Boxx 9C. The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline project (continued) 

operatingg in environmentally sensitive areas es pecially the ANWR. According to the Financial 

Times,, WWF stated: "BP cannot afford to rest on its green credentials and must disclose how it 

decidess whether or not to drill for oil in the most sensitive areas of the world" (Jones, 2002b). 

Off the shareholders present, 1 1 % supported the resolution. The BP board opposed the pro-

posal,, stating that is already examines those risks. In April 2002, The US Senate rejected the 

proposall to drill in the Arctic. In November 2002, BP pulled out of the group lobbying for drilling 

inn the Arctic but would consider drilling if lawmakers give it green light. The decision came at a 

timee when ANWR stood a good chance of being opened because the Republicans won control 

off the Senate in a recent election (McNulty, 2002). 

Safetyy incident s and oi l spill s 
AA range of incidents in Alaska damaged BP's record and resulted in a loss of green credentials. 

Inn its 2001 environmental report, BP (2001) reported two incidents in Alaska: an oil spill and an 

upgradee of safety systems. With regard to the safety systems, the company reported a review of 

maintenancee and operating procedures; the need for assessment of isolation and emergency 

shutdownn valves; the installation of new fire and gas detection systems; and an increase in the 

levell of pipe corrosion monitoring. According to BP (2001:4), the oil spill was caused by a sabo-

teurr who shot a hole in the trans-Alaskan pipeline, causing one of the worst spills in the history of 

thee pipeline. 

Accordingg to McNulty (2003a), BP has been on probation in the area since 2000, after 

pleadingg guilty to one felony count of knowingly failing to immediately report the release of haz-

ardouss wastes. The company was fined a maximum of US$500,000 and ordered a national envi-

ronmentt management system to be set up. A US judge on the federal level had begun to require 

unrestrictedd access to verify compliance because of a well blast in August 2002, in which an 

operatorr was seriously injured and because of the death of a contract welder in another incident, 

BP'ss safety record had already come under fire in January 2002. A seven-week review of assets 

inn Prudhoe Bay uncovered a serious maintenance backlog on safety-critical equipment (Jones, 

2002a).. After the fatalities mentioned, BP stated that it deeply regretted the harm they had 

caused.. The company admitted that it had been criticised by media and socially- responsible in-

vestorss and reported that the Alaskan government had announced the tightening of regulations. 

Accordingg to BP, "thorough investigations of these incidents were shared with staff and also 

madee public" (BP, 2002b:4). 

Inn May 2003, McNulty subsequently reported that BP workers were charging BP with vio-

latingg its probation by breaching state regulations on operating free flowing wells and mounting a 

cover-upp of a well blast that occurred in August. BP rejected the assertions but was fined over the 

incidentt for failing to provide a safe workplace (McNulty, 2003b). In the same month, two spills at a 

caribouu crossing (a pipeline which has been buried to enable animals to cross) adversely affected 

BP'ss record in Alaska again (Financial Times, 30 May 2003). Following the incidents in Alaska, 

severall organisations (Henderson Global Investors, 2003, Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, 2003) 

soldd their investments in BP or warned their investors. Subsequently, in January 2004, BP was 

criticisedd by EPA for its mishandling of oil spills in Alaska (McNulty, 2004). 
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Tablee 9-2 BP: Example s of controversia l operation s 

Country y Topic c 

Burmaa & 
Papuaa New 
Guinea a 

Pastt ventures of Amoco and human rights issues 

Colombia-11 Allegation that BP has been involved in an arms deal and spying operations to protect the 
8000 km pipeline from BP's Casanare fields to the Caribbean coast. ELN guerrillas wanted to 
keepp foreign multinationals from taking home the revenues of the field for which BP would 
needd protection from the army (Tomorrow Essentials, November 1998). BP's security con-
tractorss were alleged to have provided lethal training to the police (Financial Times, 1 August 
2002).. Investigation by Colombian authorities (but carried out at BP's request) exonerated 
thee company. According to the FT, BP said it has no choice but to rely on support from Co-
lombia'ss army for security. Critics said the company should have been more alert to the risk 
thatt its security needs could contribute to human rights violations. Since these incidents and 
thee consequent dialogue with NGOs, criticism has diminished (Financial Times, 1 August 
2002). . 

Colombia-22 Court case of compensation for a group of Colombian farmers who suffered alleged damage 
causedd by pipelines. This case was also brought up at the annual meeting 2001 (Buchan, 
2002b).. Buchan (2002a) states that the addition of the Colombian lawyers to other more 
regularr activists will reinforce the meeting's image as a forum to air grievances about the 
manyy countries in which the UK-based company operates. BP itself reported the quantity of 
itss investment in Colombia, the tremendous change the oil discovery brought in its wake (for 
example,, a population growth of 45% between 1985-1997; and revenues of nearly $900 
millionn between 1993 and 2002), security issues and social developments (BP, 2002b:21). 
Accordingg to BP, security efforts have been focused on building an increasingly open rela-
tionshipp with the army and the police; the agreement for the protection of oil installations is 
consideredd a key step in this process. BP also stated that it had developed initiatives to 
strengthenn the judiciary and rule of the law as well as programmes to promote understanding 
humann rights issues and conflict resolution (BP, 2002b). 

Indonesiaa Corruption: BP has said it will not pay the military or policy or pay bribes to carry out their 
duties.. BPs position means backing a community-based security policy but "some believe 
thatt BP's attempt to deny the military a slice of the Tanguh project is bravery bordering on 
foolishness"" (Johnston, 2003). BP stated that it wanted to be part of the community instead 
off being protected by the military from it: "By (paying protection money) we have a much 
greaterr risk to our reputation, and that loss in reputation (would be) much bigger than the 
specificc assets we have on the ground" (Johnston, 2003). 

Venezuelaa Controversial venture where exploration in the Orinoco delta threatens to disturb the indige-
nouss Warao people. 

Tibett & Sudan BP's stake in Petrochina. According to campaigners of the Free Tibet Campaign and the 
Societyy for Threatened Peoples (www.gfbv.de), Petrochina is funding the exploitation of Tibet 
byy China and financing projects in war-torn Sudan as well. BP's investment would support 
thatt (Corporate Watch, June 2000; Planet Ark, April 2001, 2002). A shareholder resolution 
onn withdrawal from Petrochina was not supported by the Board (BP, 2002d:6): "BP has no 
managementt role in Petrochina and no operations in the areas referenced in the statement 
accompanyingg resolution 17 as presenting human rights and environmental concerns"; the 
Boardd wants to maintain its 2.2 shareholder interest to further long-term business interests 
inn China 

Justt listing these events is sufficient to demonstrate the multiplicity and complexities of the 
projects.. In 2000, the controversy surrounding the company's operation was further em-
phasisedd when BP launched its new brand. At that moment, it had been 12 years since 
BPP refurnished its brand image'01 and 20 years since Amoco had its last makeover. The 
neww 2000 logo, which replaced the green-and-yellow shield, was meant to represent the 
ancientt Greek sun god Helios who brought power and light to the earth. But according to 

,0 '' During 1990, service stations worldwide were re-imaged and unified under the BP brand (e.g. 7,400 sta-
tionss outside the US); in the US, the whole network displayed the BP brand by the end of 1991(BP, 1990). 
Amocoo and ARCO would remain separate retail brands at petrol stations in the US. 
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Corzinee (2000b), the new slogan left open-ended what the company was becoming. Crit-

icss predicted that the strategy to adopt the mantle of most progressive energy company 

couldd backfire, and indeed it did. Inside BP, the logo with the "exploding sunflower motif" 

wouldd have been described as a "pansy", not exactly the symbol for the macho oil industry 

andd internal unrest ranged from traditional elements to internal advocates of radical 

change.. Buchan (2001a) noted: "The slogan drew derision from other oil companies and 

excitedd embarrassing hopes from world environmental groups that BP was going out of 

thee hydrocarbons business". Critical NGOs reformulated the 'Beyond Petroleum' slogan 

into:: "Beyond Pompous, Beyond Protest, Beyond Pretension, Beyond Preposterous, Be-

yondd Plat i tudes, Beyond Postur ing, Beyond Presumptuous, Beyond Propa-

ganda.... Beyond Belief" (Bruno, 2000). 

Tablee 9-3 BP Beyond Petroleum advertisement 

BPP Amoco ARCO Castrol 
Whatt does it add up to? 
Itt means a new company able to offer 
Globall energy solutions 
Itt means the retail presence to serve 
100 million customers a day 
Itt means a company that makes petrol 
Andd diesel that produce lower emissions 
Itt means the world's leading producer of solar power 
Itt means the talent and resources to go 
Beyondd what people expect 
Today,, 100,000 employees in 100 countries 
Joinn together to form a new company 
Calledd BP. Tomorrow we begin building a new brand of progress for the world 

Source:: BP Advertisement in Financial Times, 2000. 

BP'ss explanation was that the company was not leaving oil (Buchan, 2001a): "Merely, that 

wee are taking a broad vision - not a tunnel vision of the energy business"; "Beyond Pe-

troleumm just means we are giving up the old mindset, the old thinking that oil companies 

hadd to be dirty, secretive and arrogant". Another BP spokesman was quoted in the New 

Yorkk Times (Banerjee and Kapner, 2001): "Many people have misinterpreted 'Beyond Pe-

troleum',, BP had wanted to convey that its purchases of Amoco and ARCO increased its 

productionn of natural gas". In the end, the discussion peaked at the Annual Meeting 2001 , 

wheree a resolution called for the company to set a timetable for its exit from fossil fuels. 

Thee debate led the company to admit that the slogan 'Beyond Petroleum' did not actually 

meann that BP would abandon oil and gas. 5% of the votes supported the call to make the 

companyy publish a report by the end of 2001 outlining how it will make the transition from 

fossill fuels to renewable energy. Directors opposed the measure saying it was tantamount 

too demanding BP give up its main business (PlanetArk, 20 April 2001). 

Overall,, several interviewees emphasised the importance of having a good reputa-

tionn and the existence of a common sector effect: 

—— "It is essential to have the licence to operate. {Yes], we could choose to do the minimum. 

ButBut that is not our philosophy of the company's people. [The sector] is very competitive 

andand [environmental issues] a trend in society. The reputation of the sector is bad, we 

demonstratedemonstrate our role and the possibilities." 

—— "It also relates to the difficulty for the public to distinguish between different companies." 

—— "Reputation is only as good as your sector's reputation is." 

—— "You never know whether you are there [have attained a good reputation]." 
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Somee interviewees admitted that they found the general public too critical. However, they 

alsoo stated that the public was entitled to remain sceptical until BP's performance would 

bee without these kinds of negative impacts for a period of time. However, one interviewee 

noted:: "From the customer side of business, we don't see that many signs that customers 

wantt to pay a premium price because of products that are considered to be environmen-

tallyy responsible". One interviewee fiercely objected to the criticism of BP: "There are 

manyy people who have a commentary on what BP stands for, but there are just as many 

greaterr opinions which are very supportive of the direction we have been taking." And in-

deed,, in reputation surveys, BP performs well: 

—— In 2000, BP was complimented for: its commitment to productivity; the corporate trans-

formationformation through a clear and ambitious acquisition strategy; the adoption of a positive 

attitudeattitude towards environmental issues; and the cultivation of talented management 

(Corzine,(Corzine, 2000c). Other strengths mentioned were management efficiency and the ability 

toto integrate North American and European management cultures; an aggressive commit-

mentment to increase productivity; an ability to judge pay-out levels of high-risk ventures; and 

thethe choice to take a leading position on environmental issues, notwithstanding the debate 

onon the new slogan 'Beyond Petroleum' (Corzine, 2000c). 

—— In 2001, BP was again voted top of the league by the media and NGOs in the FT's sur-

vey,vey, despite the discussion on BP's new slogan and logo. According to Buchan (2001b), 

thisthis meant that the campaign and Browne's speech had paid off. 

Thee achievement is generally attributed to Lord Browne, who has shown critical aware-

nesss concerning the importance for his company to be trusted on several occasions 

{Browne,, 2 0 0 1 , 2002): 

—— In 2001, Browne stated that companies and NGOs needed to find a "framework of mu-

tualtual understanding...to overcome the adversarial nature of some of the current debates.". 

InIn his opinion, "Business cannot afford to fall into the trap of seeing NGOs as automatic 

enemies".enemies". However, not all NGOs can be taken into consideration: "Others [NGOs] are 

fluid,fluid, free of structure and unaccountable - campaigning groups whose objective is to 

raiseraise consciousness rather than to find a solution. The activities of this minority get undue 

attention,attention, cut off real debate and not only damage companies but also harm genuine and 

responsibleresponsible NGOs". 

—— In 2002, Browne adds that the large size of companies creates concern "particularly 

whenwhen there are failures of corporate responsibility. Those failures are the exception but 

theythey cast a long shadow." Thus, behaviour in performance and application of skills are 

thethe ways to increase confidence: "When society faces challenges we have to provide an-

swersswers - not excuses and denials." 

Inn its reports and on its website, BP has also started to open up on the complexities of 

issuess and regularly reports fatalities and performance incidents.102 In HSE reports, the 

companyy referred to its position in complicated circumstances, by means of location re-

portss and/or the identification of certain issues in its reports, sometimes by external 

stakeholders.. This is an indicator of the transparency BP aims to give its audience. 

Onee of the contributing factors to the good reputation of BP may be the seemingly 

considerablee respect with which it is approaching its stakeholders. In its reports, BP has 

regularlyy been giving attention to stakeholder groups and pointing out the informal and 

1033 To keep track of HSE and security incidents, BP reports having a management tool called Tr@ction, a 
globall database (available in six languages) which employees and sometimes contractors can use to track 
actionss arising from investigations and audits. It will be BP's primary system for recording safety and oil spills 
fromm January 2004 (BP website, March 2003). 
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formall meetings and contacts it has with stakeholder groups of different kinds. For exam-
ple,, the company (BPAmoco, 1998b:14) stated: "We recognise that understanding the 
expectationss of our stakeholders is a crucial part of taking decisions about the way we 
operatee and the innovations we make". In its 1997 report, BP (1997:7) included a similar 
textt and also referred to an action of Greenpeace, who had "despite our efforts" sought to 
disruptt BP's drilling programme in the Atlantic, west of Shetland'; dialogue was continued 
afterr the settlement of this dispute, according to BP. However, Amoco had a slightly dif-
ferentt position on the recognition of the interest of stakeholder groups. It did mention 
stakeholderr involvement but referred to topics such as: exchange of information on the 
basiss of regulatory advocacy efforts; required reporting under diverse regulatory man-
dates;; industry associations' membership, through voluntary initiatives, such as the 
Chemicall Manufacturers Association's Responsible Care programme and by support for 
privatee organisations for environmental performance and nature conservation. Further-
more,, these kinds of activities were of a different nature than entering into a dialogue with 
stakeholderr groups as BP and its competitors claimed to do. However, the response of 
intervieweess showed that BP was still examining whether and where to work with NGOs 
andd how to do that, in order to define the objective of the development of a mutual under-
standing: : 

—— "It is not one audience." 
—— "It is a complex relationship, e.g. collaboration with WWF on environmental education, 

butbut on other facets they are beating us up." 
—— "BP always had a consultation programme and wants to be transparent but ... how far 

cancan you take that to show that you are respecting people's influence?" 
Withinn the industry, BP's actions were observed with a critical eye. Several non-BP but 
industry-relatedd interviewees, working in the sector as professionals, expressed doubts 
aboutt BP's environmental performance in relation to its campaigning. NGOs, on the other 
hand,, criticised BP's actions in many locations, in particular BP's involvement in the BCT 
pipelinee project. In the need of new territory, BP might be taking a chance on the risks as-
sociated.. In the meantime, the company is engagingg in stakeholder dialogue while trying to 
definee the limits to that involvement. Its reputation is on close watch; interviewees under-
linedd the necessity of "BP not to compromise itself": "Reputation is what it is all about." 

9.33 Environmenta l strateg y 

CodeCode of conduct 
Att least since the merger in 1998, BP has had a code of conduct. Together with ENI, it 
hass been one of the two European companies which do not give attention to sustainable 
developmentt in their code of conduct. With regard to environmental issues, the code 
statedd that it aimed to 'work towards goals of no accidents, no harm to people and no 
damagee to the environment'. As was the case with the majority of the codes, enforcement 
off the code was not addressed: 'everybody is responsible' and 'careless breaches will be 
treatedd as serious disciplinary matters'. 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental policy 
Besidess the code of conduct, Amoco, ARCO and BP have had an environmental policy 
forr years (see Annex IV). Amoco issued its first version in December 1982; BP mentioned 
thee launch of a new HSE policy in November 1990; the date of first issue is unknown. 
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ARCOO reports in internal documentation that it issued its first environmental policy in 
19722 (ARCO, no date;b). In 1998, BP set out its new policy commitments including ethi-
call conduct, employees, relationships and HSE performance.103 In the analysis, pre- and 
post-mergerr policies were compared (Table 9-4).104 

Tabl ee 9-4 BP's environmenta l policies : conten t analysi s 

ReferenceReference to: 

Regulation n 

Managementt systems 

Standards s 

Performancee targets 

Specificationn env. impact 

Businesss context 

Stakeholderr consultation 

Reputation n 

Leadership p 

Sustainablee development 

Amoco o 

1995* * 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

1997 7 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

ARCO O 

19xx** * 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

1998 8 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

BP P 

1994 4 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

1995 5 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

1997 7 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

2002 2 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

Notes:: * Amoco-1995 is the same version as 1991; 19xx" date of issue unknown, but an earlier version than 
1998. . 

Thee most important changes are the inclusion of references to a management system (by 
Amocoo and ARCO); the inclusion of somewhat more specificity on kind of environmental 
impactt (by Amoco) and the inclusion of the sustainable development concept (by Amoco). 
Thee rest of the changes are in scope (from 'employees and users' to 'people' for Amoco) 
orr in the extension to health and safety issues.105 Examples of extensions in scope for BP 
are:: 1) the addition of "health, safety and security of everyone who works for us" as being 
criticall to the success of the businesses; and 2) the change of consultation from custom-
ers,, neighbours and public interest groups to "those who work with us". 

Accordingg to Pratt (2000:255) the 1990s version of Amoco's policy was an "im-
portantt symbolic departure" from its earlier versions because the commitment to leader-
shipp "sought to demonstrate that environmental entrepreneurship by a responsible com-
panyy could help transform regulatory policy in America". This legislative focus also turned 
upp in other aspects of Amoco's environmental strategy. In addition, the comparison of the 
threee companies showed relatively large differences between their 'one-page' policies: 

 BP scored consistently on more items but did not refer to a management system 
ass the US companies' policies did; BP referred to standards of the industry in gen-
eral.. After the merger, BP did not copy references to systematic management of 
environmentall issues from the other companies' policies. 

1033 In 2002, a fifth element was added: control and finance. 
1044 When it turned out that BP had kept its policy almost the same for 1995-2002, the 1994-issue of its 
policyy was added as well. 
105Amocoo renamed its 1997-policy to "safety, health, and environmental issues" (SHE) to emphasise the prior-
ityy of safety issues in operations. 
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 The reference of both American companies to regulation seems congruent with the 
liabilityy driven style of the US context. However, BP is the only company in the sec-
torr that does not refer to regulation in its policy; this means that regional differ-
encess are not the explanatory factor in this case. 

 BP is also the only company of the three which refers to the existence of broad 
targets:: "No damage1'. However, the kind of environmental impact to which the 
policyy applies remains largely unspecified; BP mentions reducing waste, emissions 
andd discharge, while Amoco's policy is even less specific referring to "preventing 
pollutionn and conserving energy and other natural resources". ARCO only refers to 
thee vague, general aim of minimisation of environmental impact. 

 In addition, BP is the only company that refers to its business context in the policy 
(interpreted(interpreted as the cooperation with suppliers and contractors). ARCO does men-
tionn contractors, but only in the context of their health and safety protection, and 
nott in the wider context of the development of environmental practices. 

 References to reputation, stakeholder consultation, and leadership are made by, 
respectively,, Amoco {"a lack of trust"), BP (names: customers, neighbours and 
publicc interest groups) and both of these companies (Amoco, 1995: "compare fa-
vourablyy with industry leaders"; Amoco 1997: "becoming preferred"; BP: "raise of 
standardss in the industry"). ARCO does not mention these elements. 

 Two last specific differences relate to Amoco's reference to sustainable develop-
mentt although without naming the actual word (1997), and ARCO's low score for 
itss policy: 2 out of 10 items, while the other companies score on at least double 
thatt amount of items. 

Manyy interviewees perceived that environmental policies and guidelines are burdening the 
companies'' operations; there seemed to be general agreement that this is the conse-
quencee of the step-by-step evolvement of the field. One interviewee mentioned that this is 
aa reason to reduce the number of corporate initiatives and make the link between envi-
ronmentt and the business agenda more clear. Another interviewee added that there is no 
alternative:: "You cannot continue to operate like that, it is the direction we travel in." How-
ever,, according to another interviewee, it was a challenge to keep environmental principles 
consistentt across the whole company with all its levels; size was probably what matters 
most,, in addition to the choice for a certain profile. 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental strategy: focus and change 
Thee policy "Getting HSE right" was group regulation for HSE issues, which built on the 
codee of conduct ("What we stand for"). Within the divisions, the policy was further imple-
mentedd into a set of expectations. All requirements together form a pyramid (see Figure 
9-1);; it is unclear to what degree the character of the requirements is mandatory. Accord-
ingg to an interviewee, the expectations were not about 100% achievement, at least not for 
E&P:: "It was about driving people's behaviour and people's performance, to something 
significantlyy different. And it did result in a step change for us definitely." 
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Figuree 9-1 BP's pyramid of environmental requirements 

Whatt we stand for 
Gettingg HSE right 

Requirementss ISO 14001 major sites" 
E&PP Env. Expectations 
HSEE MS local targets 

Group p 
Groupp HSE 
Groupp HSE 
Upstream m 
Local l 

Source:: Interview with company representative, 2003. 

BP,, Amoco and ARCO are all early reporters, publishing their first external environmental 

reportt in, respectively, 1994, 1992 and 1995; in 1990, all of them report on environmental 

issuess in their annual reports. According to Pratt (2000), Amoco's adherence to the PERI 

guideliness in its report was a response to societal demands - as a way to form its own 

principless instead of signing up to the Valdez Principles on public disclosure and respon-

siblee behaviour as formulated by CERES.'06 According to an interviewee, BP's early re-

portingg can be explained by its involvement in Alaska, which made BP closer to the Exx-

onValdezz accident [and the US institutional context] than other European companies. Ac-

cordingg to this interviewee, BP's history of involvement in many parts of the world (with its 

assetss being nationalised) might also have increased the company's awareness of the 

needd to be involved with various governments and external stakeholders. In its reporting, 

thee company itself presented the development as an eight-year period, evolving "from pa-

per-basedd through data-intensive environmental HSE reporting, to parallel environmental 

andd social reporting, to Internet-based financial, environmental and social performance re-

porting"" (IPIECA, 2000:5). 

Overall,, BP has taken a compatibility perspective on environmental issues: both 

goalss are increasingly presented as complementary. With the aim of industry leadership, 

BPP first changed to a business context perspective and more cautious positioning and 

thenn repositioned itself as a leader in HSE performance, building on HSE for long term 

profitability.. Illustrations of those changes in BP's strategic positioning vis-a-vis environ-

mentall issues are the following: 

—— In 1990, BP wanted to be an industry leader in the field of HSE protection: In E&P, it 

statedstated it wanted to devote a significant (but unspecified) proportion of spending to this 

issue.issue. In chemicals, BP (1990a:22) also took a pro-active posture by aiming for higher 

standardsstandards stating that: "The development of several environmentally-beneficial products 

andand the adoption of an 'open-door' policy with the public is very much part of our re-

sponsesponse to the 'green' challenge of the 1990s"; The company reported that the recovery 

andand recycling of plastics has become part of the business strategy within chemicals. 

—— In 1995, BP again acknowledged the business context in its environmental strategy: "We 

dodo not believe our environmental costs will differ significantly from those of other compa-

niesnies in similar positions or that our competitive position will be adversely affected as a re-

sult."sult." (1995:24) HSE performance was mentioned as a part of general performance but 

thethe company is more cautious: "On each of the relevant measures our HSE performance 

hashas improved, but we recognise there is still much more to do, and constant determina-

tiontion is essential" (BP, 1995a:8). 

1066 The Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies included representatives of large investment 
fundss and environmentalist groups. 
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—— In 1996, the caution expanded to: "It won't be easy, but I am confident that our staff have 

thethe dedication and skills needed to meet the challenge of delivering our HSE-

commitmentcommitment in 1997 and beyond" (BP, 1996:1). 

—— In 1 997, BP repositioned itself to leadership status and claimed that the sector of indus-

trytry is capable of creating change, both creative and positive. BP positioned itself as a 

leader,leader, especially with respect to climate change (BP, 1997). 

—— In 1 998, this position is strengthened to include the possibility of zero-impact of industry 

activity.activity. Financial and environmental performance are believed to be mutually reinforcing 

andand essential for success: "There is no trade-off" (BPAmoco, 1998a:3). In its report, BP 

includedincluded independent comments of the international consultancy ERM Social Strategies 

onon case studies of Alaska, China, Egypt, and South Africa (BPAmoco, 1998a).107 

—— In 2001, BP restated its equal commitment to goals of environmental and financial per-

formance.formance. The comments from external stakeholders are more ambitious, for example, in-

cludingcluding an NGO such as Environmental Defense (BP, 2001a).'w 

—— In 2002, attention for major issues became included (climate change, working in chal-

lenginglenging conditions, water management, global workforce building, biodiversity, and deal-

inging with conflict) in addition to, again, location reports (BP, 2002b). The importance of 

improvementsimprovements in environmental performance for long-term performance of the company 

werewere underlined: 'Our long-term performance is linked to our success in managing these 

challengeschallenges and our commitment to investment for the future' (BP, 2002aA). 

Intervieweess related the main change of the period to the "ongoing conversation nowa-

days"" and to "environment as business value": 

—— "The company is moving incrementally to where it would like to be: "We have actually 

takentaken that next step in the journey ....to do that and still sustain the business... That is 

thethe critical achievement..., that we don't do it at cost for the company but that it is com-

plementaryplementary to our business." 

—— "At the start, HSE focused virtually exclusively on the operations and was considered to 

bebe largely a cost, a constraint not introduced to produce business benefits but more from 

anan ethical drive to do them [incorporate them into decision making]. Now [these benefits 

are}are} at the core and a differentiating device, i.e. how to portray ourself. From operations to 

corecore value, it pervades all activities - marketing, business development, etc: green as 

brandbrand value." 

However,, several interviewees mentioned that BP does not perform to its full capability: 

—— "Does a lot but could do a lot more." 

—— "There is a gap, we should have more challenges to some of the decisions, e.g. zero 

emissionsemissions package demonstration of it, alignment in JV." 

Anotherr interviewee declared that according to [unspecified] stakeholders, BP is distinc-

tivee in more than climate change alone, i.e. also in biodiversity issues and reporting. To this 

end,, the aspect of HSE communications was taken up as a project in 2003, to encourage 

professionall communication from and across the group: " 8 0 % of HSE group activities is 

communication".. According to the project leader, the multi-year activity centred on five as-

pectss (sharing the safety experience; articulating the environmental strategy; articulating 

healthh strategy; providing assurance and monitoring; simplifying of standards): 

77 The comments are built on interviews, and BP committed itself to publication in full, whatever the findings; 
smalll case studies updates were included on Angola, Colombia, Poland and Scotland, presented in BP's Social 
Reportt 1997. 
1088 In 2001, location reports were included on Indonesia, Texas, South Africa, Scotland and China; and in 
2002,, on Colombia, the Caspian region and Angola. 
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—— "There is a misunderstanding in BP that the environmental strategy concerns climate 

change,change, whereas it is in fact wider than that"; "Every year there is an expectation that 

everyevery business unit gives assurance that they are compliant. We want to make clear what 

thatthat means; to find a more effective way, there is a sense that it has been somewhat ad-

hoc";hoc"; In addition, "There is a sense that we are not clear enough on standards, what is 

expectedexpected on operations sites, we need to be more clear on that". The distinctions in BP's 

environmentalenvironmental strategy would then be around four parts, "This will be group strategy": 1) 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental excellence: Addressing local impact in addition to global impact of opera-

tions;tions; 2) Acknowledgement of environmental impact of products (particularly applies to 

cleanclean fuel): "One of the challenges of environmental management"; 3). The forging of 

partnerships:partnerships: "together we can do more"; and 4). Identify areas where we wish to be 

leading." leading." 

InIn the period 1990-2002, BP has had a continuous struggle with the choice for leadership 

andd the discussion about the compatibility between environmental issues and its eco-

nomicc goals. The company's choice to take a position on climate change is an example of 

ann affirmative choice for both. In contrast to the expectations of the general public, the 

brandd representation change in 2000 was not focused on environmental issues specifi-

cally.. As an interviewee stated: [It was] 'really just a means [to create] an identity for the 

companyy because of our heritage and wanting to bring them all together, in which being 

greenn was seen to be one of the attributes. But there are also three other attributes: per-

formance,, [being] progressive and [being] innovative, they are equally important in the rep-

resentationn of our brand'. 

Forr BP's merging partners, the focus in the period has been different. ARCO 

mainlyy concentrated on product requirements (e.g. alternative fuels) to make profit from 

environmentall regulation such as the Clean Air Act. Its focus on the change of the prod-

uctss was extraordinary; at the time, most companies directed their skills towards the proc-

esss of production and accompanying technologies. Another deviation of ARCO was the 

absencee of attention for stakeholders. Amoco, in contrast, had the experience of a catalyst 

eventt by its ownership of tanker Amoco Cadiz. This resulted in a completely different de-

velopment.. As confirmed by Amoco's CEO in 1990, "lingering memories of such acci-

dentss as Amoco Cadiz ...are the strongest reasons for our commitment" to achieve a 

goodd environmental record (Pratt, 2000:263). By 1990, environmental issues had already 

beenn included in a broader concept of corporate responsibility: (Pratt, 2000:263). In the 

1990s,, the company regarded EHS issues as strategic goals; it focused on technical ex-

cellencee to become a leader in the field (Pratt, 2000). In 1995, Amoco decided to publish 

bothh the financial and the environmental reports at the same time in order to illustrate the 

complementarinesss of their results. 

ClimateClimate change 

Fromm 1997 onwards, Browne sought to distance BP from the rest of the industry on the 

subjectt of climate change. Only two years in office and the youngest CEO in BP's history, 

Brownee was the first in the industry to announce action. According to Browne (1997:3), a 

bann on the use of fossil fuels would be unsustainable because this would collide with the 

realitiess of economic growth. Furthermore, such a step would be seen as discriminatory -

abovee all, in the developing world and the hard part in reduction of emissions was yet to 

come:: "It would be unwise and potentially dangerous to ignore the mounting concern"; "It 

fallss to us to begin to take precautionary action now." Some other companies, such as 

Statoil,, also supported climate change policies from the beginning, but BP drew extra at-
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tention.. As an interviewee stated: "It was a leadership thing to do, to step out, clearly cre-
atee our position. We say we want to be progressive in the environmental agenda and that 
waswas certainly one of its commitments. We saw it as an opportunity." 

Accordingg to Buchan and Buck (2002b), industry colleagues accused Browne of 
'leavingg the church' by pronouncing that climate change was for real. Responses to BP's 
initiativess were positive on the part of NGOs, but also hesitant: BP had yet to put its 
wordss into practice. In 1999, BP piloted an internal emissions trading system; it was 
adoptedd across the whole company in January 2000. External accounting and environ-
mentall specialists for emissions verified the process for trading (BPAmoco, 1998). First 
externall emissions trading within the UK system was reported in April 2002 (BP, 2002c). 

Inn 2002, Browne presented a sequel speech and stated that the science and the 
realityy of the risks were much clearer, as well as the costs of taking precautionary action. 
However,, those were lower than many feared, which made climate change a manageable 
problemm for BP (Browne, 2002:5): "Our aspiration is to sustain the reduction in emissions 
wee have made. And by doing that to contribute to the world's long term goal of stabilisa-
tion.. That means...to go beyond petroleum. Not by abandoning oil and gas but by im-
provingg the ways in which it is used and produced. The help of others, partners, academic 
community,, governments is needed to reach that goal."109 

Ass early as October 1998, BP announced that it was cooperating with General 
Motors,, Monsanto and the World Resources Institute on 'Safe Climate Sound Business', 
aa pro- climate change action lobby group. In a March 2002 press release, BP stated that 
itt had reached its climate change goals (a 10% reduction from the 1990 level by 2010), 
eightt years early at no net cost. The target now was to contain net emissions at current 
levelss over the next decade (despite plans to grow by 5.5 % a year) (BP press release, 
2002)) through a combination of energy efficiency, flaring reductions, and lower-carbon 
productss (BP, 1990). 

Accordingg to BP, climate change action is now taken at all points in the chain, from 
emissionss to consumption of the product: "Our best approach until new technologies are 
economicallyy and widely available is therefore to supply energy based on less carbon-
intensivee fuels and to promote more efficient energy" (BP website, 2003). Solutions are 
soughtt in five main areas: 1. Reducing climate impact of operations and products; 2. Pro-
motingg flexible market instruments (e.g. emissions reduction joint implementation, project-
basedd credits); 3. Working with others to accelerate new energy technologies; 4. Partici-
patingg in the policy process; and 5. Investing in research (in, amongst other things, the 
separationn and storage of carbon). 

Thee positions of merging partners ARCO and Amoco from BP's. On the one hand, 
ARCOO (1998:11) acknowledged the climate issue almost as early as BP: 'Although scien-
tificc debate continues, it is plausible that harmful alteration of the global climate may result 
fromm increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere'. ARCO listed the 
actionss it took (including emissions inventory, cleaner energy development, energy effi-
ciencyy measures) but also stated that solutions should be rational and scientific research 
unbiasedd (ARCO, 1998). On the other hand, Amoco was one of the early members of the 
Globall Climate Coalition, opposing the Kyoto Protocol and, likewise, adopting the strate-
gicc posture of most American companies. In its environmental reports, Amoco did not give 

1099 In the same speech, Browne confirmed that BP would stop giving political donations as of April 2002. Ac-
cordingg to BP, the majority of the donations were a legacy of Amoco and ARCO acquisitions, for which dona-
tionss were an accepted way of political lobbying, 
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anyy attention to climate change issues. Amoco's withdrawal from the Global Climate Coa-
litionn suggested that the BP view prevailed after the merger. 

SustainableSustainable development 
BP'ss position on sustainable development over the years is less obvious than its position 
onn climate change. Supportive of the goals of sustainable development since their adop-
tionn at the Rio conference in 1992 (BP, 1996) and a signatory of the ICC business char-
terr for sustainable development and member of WBCSD, the company changed the 
statuss of sustainable development from an innovative concept to normal proceedings: 
"Sustainablee development has been described in terms of the triple bottom line [....] - we 
reportt each year on our performance in these areas through the annual report, HSE facts 
andd BP in the community" (BP, 1996:5). In 2000, the phrasing was somewhat softened 
whenn BP stated that "financial, social and environmental performance are inseparable" 
(2000:4);; BP now approached 'sustainable development both as an ethical imperative 
andd a business opportunity, recognising that there are limits to what we can and should 
do'' (BP, 2000:8). In the interviews, the concept of sustainable development was never 
mentionedd unless explicitly asked for. This may be a coincidence but one interviewee 
stated:: "A convenient basket term, what that embraces, we do in pieces." Another inter-
vieweee stated that the business itself is unsustainable because it is not renewable, which 
iss an opinion heard more frequently across companies. According to Perceval 
(2003:111 7), Shell integrated sustainable development thinking more deeply into its struc-
tures,, systems and processes than BP, which had a predominantly risk management view 
off sustainable development: "BP avoids potential damage that may result from emphasis-
ingg sustainable development thinking at the expense of business value". In Perceval's 
opinion,, the actual role of stakeholders in BP's process was confused, which confirms the 
findingss here, while Shell had a specific commitment. Furthermore, BP's primary responsi-
bilityy was to its shareholders and sustainable development was only considered to be im-
portantt in the non-financial process, while at Shell it was perceived as fundamental to 
overalll business strategy. Perceval (2003) also reported that contact information provided 
byy BP on its website proved to be wrong in four out of ten randomly picked locations, 
whichh casts doubts on the true extent of transparency. 

9.44 Environmenta l structur e 

Focusingg on environmental structure, all three of the companies developed their EMS in 
1997.. The companies use different abbreviations (Amoco and ARCO use EHS; BP uses 
HSE);; those are copied in the text. As Table 9-5 shows, the cycle of the systems is similar 
andd familiar, but their specificity varies. 
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Tabl ee 9-5 BP: Environmenta l managemen t system s and standard s 

Amoco Amoco 

Namee of EMS 

Since e 

Application n 

Standard d 

Contentss of EMS 

Cycle e 

Specifications s 

Otherr information 

Achievingg Safety Excellence' (ASE) system remodelled to Safety, Health and Envi-
ronmentall Excellence (ASHEE) mgt system (4 elements) 

1996/1997 7 

Anyy Amoco location in the world 

Amocoo Inter-national Standard of Care (ISOC) 

Businesss planning elements; Business performance elements; Measurement and as-
sessment;; Performance improvement elements 

Plan;; Perform; Assess; Improve 

13 3 

'Supportedd by an extensive set of management tools' 

ARCO ARCO 

Namee of EMS 

Since e 

Application n 

Standard d 

Contentss of EMS 

Cycle e 

Specifications s 

Otherr information 

Operatingg Excellence Systems - OES Framework (10 elements) 

1997 7 

Alll corporate units & operating companies 

Noo information 

Leadership,, commitment & involvement; Risk management; Personnel and training; 
Designn and construction; Operations; Management of change; Third-party services; 
Incidentt investigation; Emergency preparedness; OES- framework assessment 

Plan;; Do; Measure; Check; Correct 

48(15' ) ) 

Systemm builds on Standards, Procedures and Processes and establishes a self-
assessmentt mechanism 

BP BP 

Namee of EMS 

Since e 

Application n 

Standard d 

Gettingg HSE Right (13 elements) 

1997 7 

Alll business units 

ISO/EMAS S 

Contentss of EMS Leadership and accountability; Risk assessment and management; People training 
andd behaviours; Working with contractors and others; Facilities design and construc-
tion;; Operations and maintenance; Management and change; Information and docu-
mentation;; Customers and products; Community and stakeholder awareness; Crisis 
andd emergency management; Incidents analysis and prevention; Assessment, assur-
ancee and improvement, 

Cyclee Plan Perform Measure Improve cycle 

Specificationss 91 (3*) 

Otherr information Business units undertake risk assessments within the HSE framework, and develop 
riskk mgt programmes. Those are translated into local mgt systems involving proc-
esses,, procedures & rules influencing behaviour. 

Notes:: * ARCO defines the 'systems in place requirement' as having the following elements: 'scope and objec-
tives;; procedures; responsible and accountable resources; verification and measurement; feedback mecha-
nism'. . 
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Amoco Amoco 

Thee environmental structure of Amoco developed relatively early: it started in 1970. Sub-

sequently,, the Environmental Conservation and Toxicology department (1979) was re-

namedd Environmental Affairs and Safety in 1982. The end of the 1980s brought decen-

tralisationn of the environmental function to the operating companies and the creation of a 

VPP in 1987 : an evolving environmental culture had begun even before the 1990s 

{Hoffman,, 1997:99-128) . At the beginning of the 1990s, direction of the EHS pro-

grammess was provided by the EHS Council, the EHS Committee and the EHS Committee 

off the Board, ail with different responsibilities (Amoco, 1992): 

—— The EHS Council coordinated the implementation of the policy. It was chaired by the vice 

presidentpresident of EHS (reporting to a vice chairman) and consisted of senior EHS manage-

mentment of the parent company and the operating companies; 

-—— The EHS Committee reviewed and endorsed significant recommendations of the Council. 

ItIt was comprised of senior operating company personnel. The EHS Board Committee 

providedprovided further oversight of the Council and the EHS programmes. Installed in 1990, it 

reviewedreviewed and kept the full board of directors informed of: EHS policies and standards; 

structurestructure and results of program and process review managed by the EHS department; 

programsprograms and results for safety, spill response, crisis management, air quality, waste 

management,management, waste minimisation, and product stewardship; processes for identification 

andand remediation of contaminated sites; 

—— The EHS Committee of the Board was chaired by an outside director and had a majority 

ofof outside directors. 

Inn 1995, a shared services organisation seems to have replaced the EHS Committee; ac-

cordingg to Pratt, the reorganisation occurred in 1993 when all services were streamlined 

(Pratt,, 2000). It worked in partnership with Amoco's 17 business groups (Amoco, 1995:i): 

"Thee organisational change has transformed the process used to integrate EHS into the 

business.. It has resulted in frequent application of management system approaches to 

EHSS activities." Worldwide, 450 fulltime professionals distributed over the regions, work 

inn those shared services (Amoco, 1995). The organisation also managed the audit pro-

gramme;; this was previously performed by the EHS department. Implementation of the 

policyy was still coordinated by the vice president of EHS, but was reported to the senior 

vicee president of shared services, and not to the vice chairman (Amoco, 1995). In 1997, 

thee EHS Board Committee met four times (Amoco, 1997). 

Thee corporate EMS ('ASE'-system: 'Achieving Safety Excellence') developed on top of 

thiss existing structure, by internal benchmarking of the SHE-MS developed by its subsidi-

aryy in Canada during 1996 (Amoco, 1996). This illustrates the possibilities for independ-

entt action of subsidiaries or business units versus corporate initiatives. In 1997, Amoco 

remodelledd the ASE system to ASHEE: 'Achieving Safety, Health and Environmental Ex-

cellence'' management system. The system was applicable to any Amoco location in the 

world;; it had 13 specific requirements and adhered to an internal standard, which applied 

thee minimum of ISOC. 

ARCO ARCO 

ARCO'ss EMS was also a sequel to EH&S reviews, the EH&S policy, and EH&S princi-

ples1100 developed in the 1990s or before (ARCO, 1999). It was named Operating Excel-

n oo 1972: Health and Safety policy, Environmental policy, EH&S review (10 measures); 1985: EH&S reviews 
movedd to operating companies; 1988: EH&S policy, supporting guidelines (9); 1990: EH&S principles (in re-
sponsee to ExxonValdez), compliance audits; 1997: Operating Excellence Systems (ARCO, 1999). 
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lencee Systems, developed during 1996 and endorsed by top management in 1997. In the 
OES-framework,, each operating unit was to manage its own system and full compliance 
waswas expected to take 2 to 5 years. An increase of motivation seems to be the background 
off the system: in its internal presentations, ARCO underlined that the system was not a cor-
poratee initiative but was developed by operations. Further, it would not replace existing pro-
cedures,, and would not be "going away". Its aim was to: "establish clear expectations, or-
ganisee existing practices, define the concept of operational excellence, allow innovation by 
operatingg units, promote continuous improvement, establish a self-assessment mechanism". 
ARCOO explicitly stated that progress is the most important consideration and that there 
weree no deadlines. The framework was not meant to replace existing systems, which were 
usefull and successful. Strong emphasis was placed on legal and regulatory compliance. 
Flexibilityy in achieving compliance was up to the facility, operating company or unit (ARCO, 
n.d.:a).. According to ARCO management, the system was needed to improve efficiency, 
enhancee innovation, clarify accountability, lower costs, provide guidance for changing or-
ganisations,, enhance reputation, and minimise future liabilities (ARCO, n.d.:b). A table on 
thee corporate-wide status of the ARCO system in April 1999 showed that of 16 ARCO-
internationall upstream operations, 25% had a draft guidance document, 44% needed a 
guidancee document, 25% needed help working in line with the guidance document and 
onlyy 6% (n=1) had a management approved guidance document (ARCO, 1999:9). 

BP BP 
Inn 1997, BP distributed the manual "Getting HSE Right" to its employees. Before the in-
troductionn of "Getting HSE Right", BP had a system defined by commitment and man-
agementt expectations; further development was up to the business units 'based on their 
riskk exposure, good practice and specific circumstances' (BP, 1996:5). "Getting HSE 
Right"" changed this to a more structured approach. The manual included the BP HSE 
Managementt System Framework and the HSE Expectations adopted by all BP managers. 
Thee core of the strategy was the implementation of the 13 points of the Operations Integ-
rityy Assurance System, under which the system is run (BP, 1997). These points outlined 
thee requirements for the management of: safety and accident prevention; plant and 
equipmentt integrity; pollution prevention; energy conservation; personal, occupational and 
environmentall health; personal/physical security; product stewardship; and sustainable 
managementt (BPAmoco, 1999). The framework was used to drive the development of 
completee management systems by the business units (BPAmoco, 1999:1): 

—— "These encompass the complete spectrum of health, safety and environmental risk man-
agementagement including personal security, technical /operational integrity of facilities and 
equipment,equipment, and product stewardship. They are the boundaries within which all managers 
mustmust operate." 

—— "Business unit leaders must communicate the HSE expectations to their teams and are 
accountableaccountable for delivery of HSE performance. Each business unit shall have documented 
systemssystems in place to meet the expectations, including justification where necessary, [and] 
whywhy certain expectations are not applicable to that business unit." 

Similarr to the previous system, control in "Getting HSE Right" remained with the business 
units;; existing processes were considered sufficient as long as conformity with the system 
couldd be demonstrated. Although BP Amoco stated that it had drawn the best of the sys-
temss after the merger, it was difficult to see exactly what changes were made from this 
perspectivee of analysis. In 2003, BP introduced the HSE Advisors' Programme to support 
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strategy,, policy and implementation, and a HSE Staff Development and Deployment Net-
workk for human resources management of HSE staff {BP, 2003). 

ComparingComparing the systems 
Accordingg to internal documents, the BP and ARCO EMS were comparable in their key 
processes:: delivering EHS assurance; behaviour; HSE risk management; crisis and emer-
gencyy management; major incident and high potential incident reporting; incident investi-
gationn guidelines; HSE performance targets; HSE reporting requirements; joint ventures 
andd other operational relationships; HSE reporting definitions; health management; and 
thee HSE toolbox. However, according to ARCO's internal documentation (1999), the 
"Gettingg HSE Right"-BP system was: not clearly defined; had a narrow EH&S focus in-
steadd of a broad concept of operational excellence; was prescriptive instead of flexible 
expectations;; and may have had difficulties in achieving continuous improvement due to 
thee lack of a systematic approach. 

Inn 1998, the company referred to the impact of its decentralised structure on envi-
ronmentall management: 'BP Amoco has 1 26 business units operating around the world. 
Eachh reports directly to a member of one of the executive committees in London. With 
suchh a flat structure, effective management systems and assurance processes are critical 
too HSE performance' (BPAmoco, 1998b:2). The similarity between both BP's and 
ARCO'ss system and their history of development seemed to be the approach to decen-
tralisee responsibilities and commitment. ARCO especially showed an effort to convince 
operatingg companies of the value of the system by pointing out that numerous operating 
peoplee had been involved in its development. The same applies to Amoco where the cor-
poratee system was built in line with the Amoco Canada system, and not modelled by cor-
poratee level alone. One interviewee confirmed this decentralised approach when discuss-
ingg the main changes in the EMS. He stated that, in 1990, environmental issues were not 
somethingg they thought was a globally important issue that needed to be handled in a sys-
tematicc way, and at the corporate level: "It was very much for businesses and sites to do 
ass they saw fit". Another interviewee was amazed how basic the system was at first, and 
howw little regulation there was in some [European] countries. BP was a very flat organisa-
tionn and left "space to do things, [there was] very little in terms of process". Since 1997, 
thiss had changed a lot, as several interviewees stated. However, another interviewee said 
thatt BP has had internal reporting on environmental issues since the 1980s. 

Thee mergers impacted the environmental structure as well. Some interviewees 
pointedd out that thinking and operating in the companies was quite different; the conse-
quencess of the merger were still observed and employees were still aware of their former 
company.. The exact content of those differences were hard to grasp, interviewees said: 
"Americaa meets Europe" and "We still have Amoco and BP people." Another interviewee 
confirmedd that BP took a less prescriptive approach than Amoco. However, consensus on 
thee effect of the merger did not emerge, as illustrated by interviewee statements (see 
Tablee 9-6): 
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Tabl ee 9-6 The effect s of th e merge r on environmenta l managemen t 

DisruptionDisruption or at least change: Change was not that large 

 "A lot of disruption in general terms. BPs environ-  "It went very well." 
mentall system was fairly closely aligned with the  "Amoco gave higher priority to safety than to en-
businesss process, it meant almost a pause or a vironment; more impact on safety." 
stop,, to explain our approach again."  "[The merger] gives more opportunities to improve: 

 "It will take more years to come out as one set of BP's goals and aspirations about climate change, 
rules;; it takes time to get data, to start getting up." Amoco's process going beyond that." 

 "It impacted greatly." 
 "The danger is that ad hoc comments are becom-

ingg strategy; that is not sufficient. Unification of 
thee strategy is work in progress; some areas are 
welll defined (greenhouse gasses), others are not 
maturee yet (product stewardship, water)." 

Source:: Interviews with BP employees 

Anotherr reason why the merger changed the engagement in environmental management 
wass the increase in size: global consistency is more difficult without control from the cor-
poratee level. However, businesses still had to make their own interpretations. As one inter-
vieweee remarked: "What tends to happen is that goals get to be translated [when going 
down]] to the people who hold the contracts." The commitment, stimulated by the Helios 
Awardss for employee/team achievements, and the policies and standards are the other 
aspectss in this perspective. Another interviewee remarked that "You don't need a big cen-
tralizedd staff in order to be pro-active"; in BP, the HSE role is to support the actual delivery 
inn the businesses. In this perspective, it remained unclear whether the environmental im-
pactt assessment (EIA) is a mandatory element of the EMS; the interviews showed that the 
proceduree for the EIA is driven by the regulatory context and had not yet been defined 
precisely,, although the EIA itself was part of the company process to evaluate the invest-
ments.. In 2001, BP (2001) reported that environmental and social impact assessments 
(ESIA)) were substantial exercises involving many months of scientific research, field stud-
iess and dialogue with local and national organisations (local communities, regulators and 
NGOs). . 

InternationalInternational standards 
BPP uses ISO 14001 as its main standard (though business units can also decide to use 
EMAS).. According to the interviewees, the establishment of ISO was primarily driven by 
thee public eye in order to recognise the setting of targets. ISO's benefits were considered 
too be its rigour, its structured approach plus planning in advance instead of being reactive: 

—— If it is used properly it can be well integrated into the business management system, then 
itt is complementary and not an add-on'. 

Throughoutt the company internally, the choice for ISO got a mixed reception; some sites 
alreadyy had EMAS and had to be convinced of the benefits of ISO as yet just another sys-
tem.. Heritage facilities of Amoco and ARCO met with 'a new way of thinking', according 
too an interviewee, and had to be taken to 'the same lines', to really establish the benefits of 
ISO.. However, several interviewees indicated that the main concern with ISO was how to 
usee it more effectively to actually improve performance at the group level. In this regard, an 
intervieweee pointed out that demonstrating continuous improvement is important internally 
ass well, in order to maintain confidence in the system. 

Inn 1997, BP set the target for all of its 47 major sites to be certified as meeting 
ISOO 14001 by 2000. In 1998, the number of main sites had almost tripled to 139; the 
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targett was still to certify all major sites but the year 2000 was no longer mentioned. The 
figuress below show that the 1997 target had still not been met by 2002. Verified environ-
mentall statements of the certified operations were shown on the website. 

Tablee 9-7 BP & ISO-certification of major sites 

1998 8 

2000 0 

2001 1 

2002 2 

ISO O 

300 sites* 

43%% (60 of 139) 

73% % 

92% % 

Notes s 

--

Differencess per division: Chemicals 58%, E&P: 35% 

--

--
** In 1998, 12 sites had EMAS certification. Source: Environmental reports. 

Inn th e interviews , B P employee s di d no t agre e on th e effec t of join t venture s on environ -

menta ll  standards : th e statement s in Tabl e 9 -8 illustrat e thi s diversity . 

Tablee 9-8 BP interviewee s & opinion s on th e effec t of JV on environmenta l standard s 

Positive? Positive? Negative? Negative? 

"Thee pressure to improve performance is felt by all 
memberss of the industry" 
"Inn China, it is a pragmatic conversation. Once they 
realisee that they end up working in a better envi-
ronment.. But it is not easy though the business 
casee can be made quite powerful." 
"Wee have managed to influence partners in JVs 
quitee significantly. On the other side, we have big 
debatess on investments because some of our 
partnerss don't agree with our environmental posi-
tion..... but we have demonstrated ... some of the 
valuess this may bring." 
"Itt was a business decision that [the Algerian state 
companyy Sonatrac] together with us will be the 
firstt BP EP project to re-inject C02. That did not 
comee from corporate, it came from the business 
decisionn that they would invest this amount of 
money.. For Sonatrac, it is major breakthrough, Al-
geriaa does not have any Kyoto commitments yet." 
"Itt makes the industry move more cohesively than 
youu would find in one company who is operating 
completelyy independently. In E&P, there are lot of 
JVss and everything is done in partnership so eve-
rybodyy tend to be doing more or less the same 
thing." " 

"HSEE people doing ElAs are on permanent loan to 
thee M&A group," 
"Insurancee funds are asking questions." 
"Evenn Exxon is starting to talk to NGOs." 

"Thee primary thing is that if a company takes a 
fundamentall position, it has no effect if a company 
iss determined to do this. The secondary thing is 
whenn you have only 5% interest; the third thing is 
thatt complexity can be used as an excuse." 
"Inn Russia, it is a major embarking: 50% owner-
ship.. We will have to set the standards and we do 
knoww that there are many problems. JVs, they are 
differentt but not as much an obstacle as people 
believee they are." 
"Inn Russia, it goes to the fundamentals." 
"Itt is difficult when you get outvoted by your part-
ners,, when you get outvoted what you have to do 
iss you just have to slowly work your way around 
throughh the operations to improve things. As you 
knoww we have a different stance to Exxon, and 
wheree Exxon is partner we do have difficult dis-
cussions,, unless economic benefit is shown they 
won'tt support it. Because that is their stance; eve-
rythingg comes down to the bottom line." 
"itt obviously makes it more difficult .... our policy is 
too always try to influence partners. It is one of the 
difficultiess we are facing." 
"Whatt we stand for is a powerful document, it is a 
blankk cheque. It puts pressure on you out front to 
sett the boundaries of the operations." 
"[Wee ask ourselves] whether we believe we can 
makee it better, then we accept the time frame to 
doo that, is it still okay then is the question." 

Source:: Interviews with BP employees 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental performance reporting 
Turningg now to environmental performance reporting as the next element of structure, an-
nuall reports and environmental reports of the three companies have been examined (see 
Annexx VI). In the annual reports, the information changed from 'words only' to richer data 
inn later years. Both American companies did not provide figures of improvement over the 
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years,, with the exception of some percentages for emissions. BP noted cost pressures for 

explorationn arising from: the aim to improve safety and environmental performance; the 

needd to maintain ageing facilities; and also higher charges from suppliers. According to 

BPP (1990a), those all posed a challenge to profitability. In 1995, BP stated that its per-

formancee had notably improved but that 'there is still much more for us to do' (BP, 

1995b:1).. By 2003, BP stated it was collecting data on a number of parameters, includ-

ingg discharges to water, waste and air emissions as well as oil spills 'on specific events'. 

However,, this focus was not apparent in the presentation of BP's external report. 

Nevertheless,, a trend for richer data is observed in the HSE reports. In 2003, on its 

website,, BP even presented HSE data charting tools with which one can download raw 

data.. Here BP stated that it requested data from its 190 operations, although it is unclear 

whetherr all of these operations responded positively to the request. BP was the only 

companyy of the three, which stated it had expanded the scope of reporting to all major BP 

operations.. BP benchmarked both reporting and its performance data in several groups in 

orderr to discuss best practices and system procedures; from 1995 until the merger, BP 

evenn gave a complete overview of regional and site breakdown of the data. However, the 

companyy again struggled with the way it wanted to present data. One interviewee con-

firmedd this: 

—— "One of the concerns is when to produce the data, it is not clear how stakeholders un-

derstandderstand the data: disclosure is not the same as transparency, graphs do not tell the 

story." story." 

—— "Emissions and discharges were the issues at the beginning of the 1990s, access to en-

ergyergy and freshwater are more difficult issues to tackle in a sustainable way." 

Fromm 1995 onwards, the company focused on four HSE indicators (two of which are envi-

ronmental:: hydrocarbon emissions to air and discharges to water), but frequently men-

tionedd that it needed to have much more data. In addition, amongst other things, data on 

oill spills and energy conservation are mentioned. This makes BP's presentation seemingly 

moree structured than that of Amoco and ARCO. Over the years, the company mostly re-

frainedd from setting performance targets as it did in 1996 (BP, 1996:5): 

—— Achieve year-on-year continuous improvement by reducing the sums of overall air, water 

andand waste emissions per unit of production from our operations; 

—— Reduce annual hydrocarbon emissions by 165.000 tonnes by 2001 (50% of the 1995-

tevet); tevet); 

—— Gain external verification of EMS at sites having the potential to cause significant impacts 

onon major sites by 2000. 

Accordingg to BP, the diversity and transparency of its management system challenged 

everyonee to improve HSE performance continuously. It also mentioned an HSE toolbox on 

thee intranet containing good operations practices knowledge and audit protocols; HSE 

targetss were included in performance contracts of all line managers (BP, 1997) at all lev-

elss both for individuals and teams. A part of the remuneration of managing directors and 

seniorr managers was determined by BP HSE performance: 

—— "HSE targets are included in performance contracts at all levels, both for individuals and 

forfor teams. A part of the remuneration of our managing directors and senior managers is 

determineddetermined by BP's HSE performance" (BP, 1996:5) 

—— "Accountability for managing our social and environmental impact is written into business 

managersmanagers individual contracts. These contain specific objectives and firm deadlines for 

deliverydelivery during the year' (BP, 2002a:20). 
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However,, the exact way this works and a single answer concerning the exact formula for 
calculatingg remuneration in relation to environmental issues were not given in the inter-
views;; some of the environmental aspects would be mandatory and, at the group level, the 
HSEE VP would set the standard for remuneration after confirmation by his superior: 

—— "It goes all the way down to the lower levels." 

—— "The executive level apply that plus some extra and cascade it down, that way the group 

performanceperformance aspects form the back bone of the system." 

—— "It depends on the appropriateness of the targets for the individual"; "In the pure sense, 

possiblypossibly a small percentage but I think you have to look at the importance we place on 

operatingoperating within our policy framework." 

Anotherr interviewee added that the actual workings of remuneration require a lot of judg-
ment:: "If people are in line with the intent of the standards and achieve the targets, then 
wee are comfortable. We tend to find occasionally that to achieve targets, some policies 
weree sacrificed... so we try to discourage that by eliminating non-conformance in the 
standardd area. But, if you look at the remuneration and the aspects of HSE and financial 
performance,, it is an integrated package." 

Withh regard to the consistency of the data, BP (1998b:2) that "HSE performance 
iss measured with a range of parameters relevant to local risks and regulatory requirements, 
ass well as metrics defined across the BP Amoco group to compare and benchmark per-
formance."" However, it is unclear whether this is a change from previous measurement 
techniques.. One of the interviewees explained that several boundaries are associated with 
dataa collection: events boundaries; continuous bases operational control boundaries; 
managementt control boundaries (they count 100%); equity share boundaries (count for 
theirr part), and the product side. He also underlined that the biggest impact lays in the 
productss and not in the facilities. 

Inn its first merger report (BPAmoco, 1998b:1), the company stated that aggrega-
tionn of the data from Amoco and BP was impossible due to inconsistencies in definitions: 
withinn BP and Amoco more than 75 separate metrics were found, "many with slightly dif-
ferentt definitions, a few exactly the same and others significantly different". Aggregation of 
thee data could therefore not be justified and harmonisation of data is on the agenda for 
1999.. One of the interviewees stated that the group has reporting guidelines that define 
whatt the 190 reporting units have to report; this process would have begun in 1991 and 
becamee more sophisticated over time. Data inconsistencies were 'absolutely a problem'; 
butt the misstatement is less than 5% by now [2003]. Further difficulty lay in the different 
attitudess companies had vis-a-vis environmental standards, and in the complications of 
ownership.. As an interviewee stated: "Financial ownership versus the need to feel respon-
sibilityy for the environment; dilemma to own the oil, but not the gas, but own the flare." At 
(eastt since 1992, Amoco used to apply the International Standard of Care (ISOC) which 
sett minimum standards for seven categories (environment, risk management, product 
stewardship,, occupational exposure, protective equipment, employee and vehicle safety). 
Environmentall items in these categories were waste management, groundwater, spill pre-
ventionn and response and product stewardship. Groundwater was programme guided, 
productt stewardship is subject to performance requirement, and spill prevention and re-
sponsee were controlled by a combination. At least from 1995 onwards, additional envi-
ronmentall items with programme guidance were surface water and air quality (Amoco, 
1995).. According to Amoco, in many locations the standards were beyond regulatory 
compliancee (Amoco, 1992). 
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Inn the style of reporting, the first post-merger year of 1999 represented a change. 
Thee company still reported on the items, previously selected by BP. However, it did no 
longerr mention targets and referred the reader to a continuously updated report on its 
websitee for further information. In the 2000 report, BP reported on biodiversity for the first 
time,, although it stated that it had worked on conservation for many years (BP, 2000). In 
20011 and 2002, the attention for the issue was maintained (BP, 2001a; 2002a). 

Thee reports for both 2001 and 2002 are interpreted as the result of a repositioning 
withh an eye on stakeholder dialogue. In 2001, performance results were discussed in 
wordss only; without mentioning targets or comparisons. The intention seemed to be that 
thee website should be visited to get those data. However, in 2002, comparisons on the 
basiss of actual figures were shown again. In this report, BP acknowledged that its per-
formancee was criticised by both the media and socially responsible investors. Probably to 
showw its awareness, the company summarised a list of achievements and challenges (BP, 
2002b). . 

MonitoringMonitoring and verification 
Accordingg to interviewees, BP regularly updated the monitoring of projects through an in-
ternall website and had an overall review every six months of both policies and procedures. 
BPP and Amoco each gave attention to HSE audits in their 1990 annual reports. A review 
off the monitoring procedures of the three companies resulted in the table below (Table 
9-9).. Amoco initiated a compliance review function in 1982 when it centralised its corpo-
ratee environmental department. According to Hoffman (1997), the driving force behind 
thatt unit was the elevation of environmental responsibilities to upper management levels. 
Inn 1993, it was succeeded by the "Program and Process Review". According to Hoffman 
(1997:102;11 29) "a more sophisticated and internally directed auditing effort" in which en-
vironmentall considerations were part of a weighted risk factor. The change meant going 
fromm mere compliance to the management of issues. 
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Tabl ee 9-9 BP's audi t syste m 

Amoco o ARCO O BP P 

Auditt pro- Programme and Process Review: Before start of sys-
grammee regulatory compliance, Amoco poli- tem in 1997, inter-

ciess and standards, management nal env. audits 
systemss "when env. was a 
-- 1992: Programme reengineered major risk"; In EMS, 
too incorporate management system compliance audits 
approachh to ensure continued im- but "it did not ma-
provementt rather than point-in-time ture enough to have 
problemm solving a real pattern." (4) 
-- Detailed written protocols and 
proceduress to ensure comprehen-
sivee and consistent reviews (1) 

1996:: Audits reviews & self-
assessmentss (5) 

1998:: Risks assessments & HSE 
assurancee Formal audits are carried 
outt regularly by internal and exter-
nall specialists (6) 

2001:: assurance audits, business 
unitt peer reviews & annual internal 
self-assessmentss and external 
assessmentt every three years (7) 

Start t Earlyy 1980s 1998 8 Noo information 

Applicationn - 1992 Facilities are targeted for 
revieww on basis of their size, com-
plexityy and potential risk; since 
19888 joint ventures and non-US 
facilitiess included (1), 
-- 1995 risk ranking system , higher 
rankedd sites visited more frequently 
(2) ) 

Noo information Noo information 

Visitss - 1992 Tried to make them 
Approximatelyy 30 reviews each year every three years 
(1);; reports includes numbers on (4) 
distributionss among business units 
andd on compliance measures 
-- 1995: between 20-30 assess-
mentss each year (2) 
-- 1997: nearly 20 assess-ments 
eachh year (3) 

Assurancee mgt system periodic-ally 
too provide a review of key internal 
controls s 

Teamm - 1992 teams of 4-14 EHS profs, 
ledd by full time EHS auditors from 
centrall staff plus independent team 
memberss from a pool of > 200 
specialists.. Periodic training/ 
coursess for both internal and exter-
nall specialists (1) 
-- 1995: up to 16 people per team 
(2) ) 

Noo information Noo information 

Followw up - 1992 Reporting to mgt responsi-
blee & specified levels higher mgt 
pluss annual report to BoD (1) 

Noo information Noo information 

Externall - 1995 gov. inspections by federal, 
statee and local agencies; because 
off ISO for half of major operations 
(2)) (number of citations also re-
portedd in several reports) 

Noo information Sept 1995 first audit by Her Maj-
esty'ss Inspec-torate of Pollution at 
Hull-site,, BPmajor chem..plant (8). 

Sources:: (1) Amoco, 1992; (2) Amoco, 1995; (3) Amoco, 1997; (4) interviews with company representatives; 
(5)) BP, 1996; (6) BPAmoco, 1998a; (7) BP, 2001 a/b; (8) BP, 1995b. 

Forr BP, the system developed from regular assurance provided to senior managers and 
thee board of directors (BP, 1996) to a comprehensive system of internal control in 2001 
(BP,, 2001a). In 1998, BP (1998:2) stated: 

—— "Each business unit leader provides assurance to the group's senior management that 
thethe HSE management systems are working effectively in his or her business unit. This is 
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anan ongoing process that involves conversations about HSE risk management, analysis of 

incidentsincidents that may have occurred, performance reporting and analysis of trends and dis-

cussioncussion of audit results. The process is summarised by every business unit in an annual 

HSEHSE report. These reports may also be subject to audit, through an internal HSE assur-

anceance audit system. BP Amoco's board of directors, through its ethics and environment 

assuranceassurance committee, reviews the HSE management system in the organisation annually 

andand receives assurance that the system is effective. The board has responsibility for the 

HSEHSE policy which it reviews in the light of the assurance received." 

Thee internal document "Getting HSE right, A guide for BP managers" referred to assur-

ancee audits, business unit peer reviews and annual internal self-assessments as well as 

externall assessment every three years (BP, 2001b). But the document did not tell whether 

thesee actions were already happening in a mandatory fashion and/or need to be imple-

mentedd in the future. 

However,, over the years, BP has verified its environmental reports. In the first is-

sues,, the recommendation of the verifying party focused on systems improvement and 

targett setting; site visits were not made in 1994. In the verifications, the auditors empha-

sisedd that formal rules for verification are non-existent. The company gave extraordinary 

attentionn to internal compliance and included external sources, as a form of stakeholder 

dialogue.. This last aspect possibly confirms BP's struggle with monitoring of compliance 

andd living up to expectations; the potential ambition for a higher performance cannot be 

readd from the actual statement. 

9.55 Conclusion s 

Becausee of the merger of three companies in two institutional environments, BP is a rather 

complicatedd case. In contrast to Shell, pre-merger BP did not experience a catalyst event. 

However,, Amoco, one of the merging partners, encountered one in the late 1970s. This 

stimulatedd Amoco in its early action with regard to environmental issues. It issued an envi-

ronmentall policy as early as 1982, and, with the rise of societal concern and institutional 

demands,, it continuously tried to show an active corporate posture to underline the sec-

tor'ss capacity for self-regulation. ARCO, a much smaller company, did not aim at this kind 

off leadership, but successfully aimed for commercial gain by means of environmental in-

novationn of its products. As an early reporter, BP also undertook environmental action 

ratherr early, a position it claimed was stimulated by its international experience in the US 

context.. Over the years, BP started to show hesitation in its claim for environmental lead-

ership,, but with the merger, the company confirmed these intentions, especially by its po-

sitionn on the subject of climate change. However, the further contents of its environmental 

strategyy remained somewhat non-transparent, although the development of its manage-

mentt systems and the trend for richer data in performance reporting did alleviate some of 

thiss perceived inadequacy. 

Thee absence of a catalyst did not prevent BP from taking environmental action. 

Duee to its presence in the American context, the company started early on with environ-

mentall management. In the late 1990s, the company saw an opportunity to profile itself on 

climatee issues - this seemed to be stimulated by its high exposure in relation to its level of 

internationalisation.. For Amoco, a combination of a catalyst event as well as this institu-

tionall driver is observed. ARCO approached environmental issues from a more technical, 

competitivee advantage perspective. According to BP, its own highly decentralised struc-
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turee demanded an independent and decentralised development of its system. But by 
2002,, the consistency of its environmental principles across specific structures of owner-
shipp had resulted in a wide variety of opinions, illustrating further complexity; the nature 
andd frequency of the implementation of monitoring systems remained relatively non-
transparent.transparent. Further, the effect of the merger is complicating the unification of approaches 
andd its external exposure. In addition, the occurrence of discussions on BP's operations in 
aa wide variety of locations put BP's reputation at stake. The question is not whether, but 
whenn one of these incidents will turn into a larger publicised event to really put the com-
panyy on the environmental map. 

Inn light of the above, BP's environmental alignment can be characterised as some-
whatt imbalanced; it was considered liable to merger effects and less well-functioning 
publicc relations; these hinder the promulgation of a single, strong message. Figure 9-2 
showss that the three companies had different starting positions. ARCO started on the 
crossroadss of the figure: due to its competitive, technical focus, it combines an intermedi-
atee policy commitment and implementation approach. Amoco had a liability-driven active 
implementationn with a high commitment, while pre-merger BP is positioned slightly under 
ARCO.. However, post-merger BP is positioned in the fourth quadrant. Its order of align-
mentt is characterised as 'on the brink of second-order fit'. The company is not completely 
transparent;; therefore, it cannot leave the first order of alignment, 'simple consistency' be-
hind.. An increase in transparency and a more clearly structured and expanded environ-
mentall strategy might help to solve this problem. However, the question even arises 
whether,, in some instances, the first level of alignment is reached at all: the thunderbolt-
signn in the figure indicates BP's fragility in its operations. A multiplicity of examples of con-
troversiall operations and problems attached to them, e.g. the operations in Russia, stood 
outt in the examination. With regard to the direction of the alignment relationship, BP pre-
sentss a combination as well - this time as a result of its merger process: strategy execu-
tionn with a cost focus for former ARCO; technology transformation for former Amoco; and 
potentially,, competitive potential for BP itself, at least as far as its climate position is con-
cerned. . 

Figuree 9-2 BP's position in the corporate greening model 

Approac hh to implementin g corporat e greenin g 

passive/reactiv ee active/proactiv e 

-- |_ — . 
** 1 2 

'II  j 
II ("ARCO'"Ï990" ) 

>.. I . 4 

ff  X § P ^ Ö 5 ^ A m o c o 1990) 

Source:: Adjusted from Winn and Angell, 2000. For Notes, see Chapter four, section 4.4.2. 
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